
PICTURES NEEDED

Nursery -- Level 1

NURSERY CONCEPT

27-2    Adam’s Family

    The children of a good man will be blessed.

LESSON CONTENT

Show the visual. [Picture 27-2] 

What is this a picture of?
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Adam and Eve were the �rst people God created. They came together in marriage to 
form a family. Their �rst two sons were Cain and Abel.  Cain killed Abel because he was 
jealous of him. Then Cain and his family followed a�er evil.

A�er Abel died Adam and Eve had another son whom they named Seth. Seth and some 
of his family called on the name of God. Cain’s line died out in the �ood. Noah came from 
the line of Seth. Jesus came from Noah’s lineage.

Children are blessed when they have a good father. It is important for a father to be a 
good man like Seth and Noah, not like Cain.

#27 – Adam’s Line
Genesis 4:17-26
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Name the picture in the boxes on the back of the class notes.

ACTIVITY

The children   Grab arms like holding a baby and rock them back and forth
of a good man  Stand straight with arms slightly out and palms up
will be blessed.  Li� arms up and look up to heaven.

LESSON SONG

COLORING

Color in the lesson picture on the class notes.

BIG QUESTION

What is the impact of an upright father?
The children of the righteous will be blessed.

CONCEPT MOVEMENTS

PRAYER

Thank God for your father.

QUESTIONS

What were Cain and his family like? What did Seth’s family do? What happens to the 
children of a good father?

I've got the joy, joy, joy, joy down in my heart
Where?  Down in my heart!
Where? Down in my heart!
I've got the joy, joy, joy, joy down in my heart
Where? Down in my heart to stay.

 

Chorus:
And I'm so happy, So very happy
I've got the love of Jesus in my heart
And I'm so happy, So very happy
I've got the love of Jesus in my heart.

I’ve Got the Joy In My Heart


